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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello! Before we get started I would like to introduce myself. My name is LCDR James Bower. I have proudly served as a pharmacist for the Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska for 12 years. I currently oversee point of sale operations at my site and serve as the Deputy Director of Pharmacy. I have also been an active member of the National Pharmacy Council Pharmacy Collections Committee since 2020, and currently serve as the Chair of the committee. I have always enjoyed working in pharmacy point of sale. When I started here in Winnebago, we were short staffed in the pharmacy. Pharmacy Point of Sale was an afterthought. I would work on rejections when I had time, printing a big stack of paper from the Rejected Claims Report, and would work on claims and never get to the end of the stack before having to put it aside. Slowly and steadily, we implemented innovative processes and continually increased revenue and staff and made pharmacy point of sale a primary focus in our pharmacy. In FY13 our pharmacy revenue was $700,000/year and in FY23 our pharmacy revenue has grown to $9,000,000/year. Unfortunately I won’t have time today to tell you everything you need to do to optimize your pharmacy point of sale program, you will have to attend office hour or Collections Committee Trainings for that. 



Prescription Insurance 
Entry in the Insurer File 
& Insurer File Cleanup
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But todays topic, prescription insurance entry in the insurer file and insurer file cleanup, will definitely help to improve efficiency and increase revenue. So that’s what I am here to present on today! And I have to give major credit to Tiffany Allery. She developed the process for the insurance file cleanup and has been instrumental in helping shape best practices for Pharmacy Point of sale Nationwide. Thank you for all your contributions!



Objectives
1. Learn how to make a prescription insurance entry in the Insurer 
File in the 3PB menu using best practices and set up the insurance to 
transmit electronically through the Pharmacy POS package

2. Learn a process that allows you to clean up insurance file by 
identifying most used or most accurate insurance entry, deactivating 
erroneous duplicates and rename insurance entries to improve 
efficiency and increase revenue
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Presentation Notes
My goal today is to teach you how to make a prescription insurance entry in the Insurer File in the 3PB menu using best practices and subsequently set up the insurance entry to transmit electronically through the Pharmacy POS package. I also will teach you  a process that allows you to clean up insurance file by identifying most used or most accurate insurance entry, deactivate erroneous duplicates and rename insurance entries to improve efficiency and increase revenue



Page 4 of patient file in registration 
package
I will reference page 4 of the patient's file in the registration package
o I want to be clear on what this means

Go to page 4 of the patients file in the registration package
o Patient Registration (REG) > Patient Registration (PTRG) > EDIT a patient's file 

(EPT) > Enter patient name, DOB, MRN > then type “P4” and press enter
oNow you should be on page 4
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Presentation Notes
It is also important or me to clarify what page 4 of the patient file of the registration package is. This is where a patient’s specific insurance information is entered into their file in RPMS.



Needed Security Keys
For Pharmacy POS:
o ABSPZ Biller, ABSPZ Reports, ABSPZ User, and ABSPZMenu

For Additional Functions (these keys may be more restricted):

ABMZMENU Allows access to the Third Party Billing system

ABMDZ TABLE MAINTENANCE Allows access to the Third Party Table 
Maintenance menu

ABMD TM INS MENU Allows Access to Insurer File Menu

AGZBILL Allows Access to Patient Registration Table Maintenance
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Presentation Notes
Here are all the keys you need to make an insurance entry in the insurer file and to clean the insurer file. These keys will grant you access to the pharmacy point of sale menus, Third party billing system, Third Party Table Maintenance Menu, and Patient Registration Table Maintenance Menu. 



What is the Insurer File?
This is where all insurance entries are kept. New insurance entries and 
Edits to existing entries can be made using the Edit/Add Insurer Menu 
option. Once an insurance is entered in the insurer file correctly and 
setup to bill electronically, it can be added on page 4 of a patient’s file 
and billed. 
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Presentation Notes
This is where all insurance entries are kept. New insurance entries and Edits to existing entries can be made here. Once an insurance is entered in the insurer file correctly, it can be added on page 4 of a patients Registration and billed. For a prescription insurance entry to work properly there are a few more steps involved and we will talk about that in the upcoming slides. 



Prescription Insurance Basics
Each prescription insurance has two numeric/alpha identifiers that we are 
interested in 
◦ BIN number which typically identifies which health insurance provider is to receive 

the claim for the prescription being dispensed
◦ PCN number which is secondary identifier which further distinguishes where the 

claim should be routed

These numbers come from the patient's prescription insurance 

For setting up a prescription Insurance, these are the only two numbers 
required from the insurance card
◦ Patient ID and Group are used on page 4 in the Patient Registration Package

It is important to know that there will be multiple PCNs for each BIN for 
prescription insurances
◦ However, there should not be duplicate PCNs under each BIN!!
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Presentation Notes
Before we start going over todays topics, I believe it is important that we are all on the same page. So let’s discuss a couple of numbers that are very basic but very important for prescription billing. Each prescription insurance has two numeric/alpha identifiers that we are very important for billing – these are entered in the Advanced Setup of Insurer, which we will discuss later.  The BIN number identifies the which health insurance provider is to receive the claim for the prescription being dispensed and the PCN number is a secondary identifier further distinguishes where the claim should be routed. These numbers come from the patient's prescription insurance card. For setting up a prescription Insurance for billing in RPMS, these are the only two numbers required from the insurance card. It is important to know that there will be multiple PCNs for each BIN for prescription insurances, but there should not be duplicated PCNs for each BIN. You can think of a the BIN and PCN combo like a routing number and account number for a check. The BIN is the like the Routing Number, specifying the bank and the PCN is like the account number. At each bank, the routing number is the same, but there are multiple account numbers to specify each members account. If there were duplicate account numbers issues at banks it may cause a riot and confusion. Just like having duplicate PCNs entered in the Insurer file does!  



Page 4 of patient file in registration 
package
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Overview of the steps to making a prescription 
insurance entry in RPMS and making it fully 
functional
1. Make Insurance entry in Insurer File through 3PB menu

2. Designate Insurance Type

3. Setup insurance to submit claims electronically in Advanced Setup of 
Insurance Menu
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So now lets talk about how to make a new, fully functional prescription insurance entry First, make Insurance entry in Insurer File through 3PB menu, then Setup insurance to submit claims electronically in Advanced Setup of Insurance Menu, and finally designate the insurance type



Naming Rx Insurance entries in the Insurer 
file
A naming system for prescription insurer file entries should be agreed 
upon at each Clinic/Hospital and implemented Clinic/Hospital Wide
◦ It should be clearly communicated to all employees making entries in the 

insurer file, so all entries are uniform and consistent
◦ Doing this will make it much easier to search for and enter insurance on Page 4 of the patient file 

in the registration package

◦ If multiple departments are making entries in the Insurer file, be sure the 
naming system is communicated to them as well  
◦ It will keep your insurer file nice and tidy and prevent future cleanups
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Presentation Notes
Before we talk about the process of making a functional insurance prescription file entry in RPMS, we must discuss the best practice of developing a consistent naming system for insurance file entries in the insurer file. 



Naming Rx Insurance entries in the Insurer 
file
The Pharmacy Collections Committee Recommends using the Rx BIN and 
PCN in the name 
◦ The name entered in the insurer file should be simple and should not 

include dashes or periods
◦ At my site, we are starting to use the following naming system: RX BIN PCN 
◦ I use RX as a prefix to easily identify the entry as prescription insurance
◦ Ex. Rx Insurance Card or Card finder info gives BIN of 654987 and PCN of 

PHARM
◦ The corresponding name you choose to enter in the insurer file might be RX 

654987 PHARM
◦ If this was a Medicare Part D plan I would make the following entry: DRX 

654987 PHARM
◦ The key to a good naming system is simplicity, consistency, and specificity
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So how should you go about naming your prescription insurance file entries?



How to Make an Entry in the Insurer File
Go to Add/Edit Insurer
◦ Third Party Billing System (3PB) > Table Maintenance Menu (TMTP) > Insurer 

File Menu (INTM) > Add/Edit Insurer (EDIN)
◦ Or ^EDIN

Select “Add New Insurer”
◦ Enter the name of the new insurer (Which includes BIN and PCN)

◦ If the “new insurance” you are entering has the exact same name as one that already exists in 
the insurer file, it will not allow you to make an entry

◦ Fields that require an entry or should have an entry
◦ Street, City, State, Zip Code, Phone number, Federal Tax ID#, Insurer Status, Type of Insurer, Rx 

Billing Status, and Visit Type
◦ The entry can be “functional” for pharmacy claims with less info than mentioned above, but this 

can cause many issues for the business office and is not recommended
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Presentation Notes
This slide outlines the filepath and specific entries you will make while navigating the menu. That info is there for reference. The fields the should have an entry when making an rx insurance file entry are Street, City, State, Zip Code, Phone number, Federal Tax ID#, Insurer Status, Type of Insurer, Rx Billing Status, and Visit Type. The entry can be “functional” for submitting pharmacy claims with less info than mentioned above, but this can cause many issues for the business office and is not recommended. Finding some of this information can be hard, but you can always reach out to the pharmacy billing listserv or look on cardfinder to get some of this information. 
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Presentation Notes
This highlights entries that are absolutely necessary for an rx insurance entry, but you should try to fill in all of fields recommended on the previous slide. 



How to make Insurance Entry in Insurer 
File

Insurer Status options
◦ Billable

◦ Selecting this option allows the insurance to be billed 
◦ Option you want to select when you are making a new prescription insurance entry

◦ Unselectable
◦ Selecting this option causes the insurance to be unelectable for addition onto page 4 of the patients file
◦ Also makes insurer unelectable in the Add/Edit Insurance function in Table Maintenance in the Registration package
◦ Option you want to select when de-activating and entry

◦ Unbillable
◦ Cant bill the insurance
◦ If an insurance is no longer active or if you make an entry in error, then you may want to select this option
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Presentation Notes
The next slides detail the entries that may give users making insurance files entry some trouble. Insurer Status field has 3 options. Billable, Unselectable or Unbillable. Selecting the billable option allow the insurance to be billed. You want to select this option when making a new entry so the insurance is billable. Unselectable is typically chosen when de-activating an insurance entry. Choosing this option makes the insrance entry uneslectable on page 4 of the patients file and Also makes it unelectable in the Add/Edit Insurance function in Table Maintenance in the Registration package. We will not be using the Unbillable option today, but this does have some use if you are sure you will never use an insurer again.



How to make Insurance Entry in Insurer 
File

Type of Insurer
◦ There are Many
◦ Most common are;
◦ Private
◦ Medicare Part D
◦ Medicaid

◦ Make appropriate selection for your entry
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Presentation Notes
The Type of insurer prompt allows many entries, but there are usually only three that are frequently used: Private, Meddicare Part D and Medicaid. Depending on the type of insurance you are entering, you will choose one of these options. 



How to make Insurance Entry in Insurer 
File

Rx Billing Status
◦ Billed at point of sale 

◦ Does exactly as it says, causes the insurance to billed out point of sale – select this one. 

◦ Outpatient Drugs Only
◦ Not typically used 

◦ Unbillable 
◦ May be used for an erroneous entry, or for an entry you don’t want to be billed through POS
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Presentation Notes
The rx billing status is important and should be populated with the billed at point of sale for a new rx insurance entry. The other options are not used often, but the Unbillable entry can be used for an erroneous entry in certain cases. 



How to make Insurance Entry in Insurer 
File

Select visit types of Outpatient (131) and Pharmacy (997) and set them to unbillable
◦ This is so the billing doesn’t cause problems with a third party report called the BRRP report
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Presentation Notes
The visit type prompt requires specific entries – 131 for outpatient and 997 for pharmacy should be entered and designated unbillable. I know that marking pharmacy as unbillable seems counterintuitive but you will just have to trust me



How to designate Insurer Type
Go to Coverage Type File Menu
◦ Patient Registration (REG) > Table Maintenance Menu (TM) > Coverage 

Type File Menu (COVT) > Add/Edit a Coverage Type
◦ At the “Select Insurer” Prompt enter insurer that was newly added to 

insurer file
◦ At “Select COVERAGE TYPE to Edit” prompt enter PHARMACY and 

confirm you want to add the coverage type when you are asked if you 
want to add “PHARMACY” as a new coverage type

◦ To my knowledge, all prompts after this can be left blank 
◦ Start Date will want an entry, but “^” can be used to exit
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Designating an insurer type allows a user to designate a coverage type in page 4 of the patients file. Without doing this, a coverage type selection cannot be made when entering a patient’s insurance on page 4 of the insurer file. Here are the steps to get to the Coverage type menu within the registration package. When you reach the menu, you will be prompted to enter an insurance entry. Enter the entry you have just made. At “Select COVERAGE TYPE to Edit” prompt enter PHARMACY and confirm you want to add the coverage type when you are asked if you want to add “PHARMACY” as a new coverage type. All other prompts can be left blank, so you can just up carrot out of the menu once you have made an entry. 



How to designate Insurer Type
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How to set up Rx Insurance to transmit 
electronic claims
Once the insurance is entered in the Insurer File it still needs 
to be added as a new ABSP Insurer 

Go to Advanced Setup of Insurer
◦ Pharmacy Point of Sale (ABSP) > Pharmacy Point of Sale Manager 

Menu (SET) > Pharmacy Point of Sale Setup Menu (SET) > Edit 
Pharmacy POS Insurance Settings (INS) > Advanced Setup of Insurer 
(ADV)
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The final step in this process is setting up the Rx Insurance to transmit electronic claims



How to set up Rx Insurance to transmit 
electronic claims

Enter the Insurer you just added to the Insurer File at the “ABSP INSURER NAME” 
prompt, and confirm you are adding as a “new ABSP Insurer”
◦ Make entries in the following fields: NCPDP Version, Bin Number from the card, PCN Number from 

the card, RX-Help Telephone #, and Medicare PartD
◦ The screenshots on the next slide show a private insurance setup
◦ For Medicare part D insurance, enter a “Y” at the MEDICARE PART D prompt and enter Maximum RX’s per Claim to “1.” 

◦ Use defaults in the following fields: Maximum RX's Per Claim, Add Disp. Fee to Ingr. Cost, 
*Contract Required, Total exclusive of Patient Amt

Once you have reached NCPDP Field Special Code you can enter “^” to exit – that is a subject for 
another presentation

Now the insurance can be entered on page 4 of the patients file in the registration package and 
subsequently claims can be submitted
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How to set up Rx Insurance to transmit 
electronic claims
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Demonstration
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What is meant by cleaning the insurer 
file?
Cleaning the insurer file is a process of evaluating all prescription insurance 
entries in the insurer file and identifying duplicate entries. Then, duplicate 
entries are evaluated to determine the most frequently used entry. The 
most frequently used entry remains active in the insurer file and possibly get 
renamed using a naming system that follows best practice. The other entries 
will be deactivated.

Why is this important?

Renaming insurance entries to simple, consistent, easy to find names 
increases efficiency for PARs and anyone else adding prescription insurance 
to page 4 of patient file 
◦ May not even need to use SUMI to identify prescription insurance after cleaning 

the insurer file and renaming entries!

Helps maximize revenue by de -activating duplicate Insurance entries that 
are old and/or erroneous and/or non-functional entries that may be entered 
on page 4 of a patients file
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Cleaning the Insurer File
*DISCLAIMER* 
This is a complex process and requires using many menus and requires a 
variety of keys for the user who is performing this function.

THIS SHOULD BE RESERVED FOR EXPERIENCED RPMS USERS WHO ARE 
NOT AFRAID TO ASK FOR HELP 

DO NOT HESITATE TO REACH OUT FOR HELP IF YOU TRY TO DO THIS AND 
GET CONFUSED 
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Cleaning Insurer File
1. Develop a naming system at your site

2. Identify duplicate prescription insurance entries in the insurer file using the SUMI 
report

2. Determine what insurance entry is being used the most or what insurance entry is 
active using the TPR report for private insurances and RIC Report for Part-D Coverages

3. “Deactivate” duplicate prescription insurance entries that are used least frequent 
or that are not functional
◦ Delete BIN and PCN from Advanced setup of Insurer, Rename entry and make unselectable

4. Remove the deactivated insurance entries from page 4 of patient registration file 
and replace with entry that has been identified as most frequently used

5. Once all duplicates have been removed and changed, work on renaming all entries 
to the agreed upon naming system 
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Here are the steps to cleaning the insurer file 



What is SUMI Report
The SUMI report is the summary of prescription insurance report
◦ Lists all prescription insurances entered in the insurer file
◦ This report lists the BIN and PCN of each entry
◦ It is organized by BIN and PCN

◦ Again, each BIN will have multiple PCNS but each BIN should not have duplicate PCNs
◦ The report lists each PCN under the BIN

The SUMI report is traditionally used with patient card information to 
determine how an insurance containing a certain BIN and PCN has been 
entered into the insurer file for entering that insurance entry on a 
patients file. 
◦ This is a topic for another presentation 
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How to generate a SUMI report
How to get to SUMI report
◦ Pharmacy Point of sale (ABSP) menu  > Pharmacy electronic claims reports 

(RPT) > Setup (configuration) reports > Summary of Insurers (SUMI)
◦ When prompted for “DEVICE” type “HOME” and press enter, then press enter 

to page down through the report

To create a text document of insurers use “Log Session” function in 
RPMS when printing SUMI report to home
◦ “Log Session” is found in the “File” menu

◦ When prompted for a “DEVICE” type 0;180;999999999, toggle “log session” from the file menu, 
then press enter

◦ Once the info from the SUMI report flashes across the screen you can toggle “log session” again 
to end your log session, and then save your document.  
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SUMI Report
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Identify Duplicate Rx Insurance Entries
Although each BIN will have multiple PCNs listed under it, no BIN should 
have 2 identical PCNs listed under it

If 2 or more identical PCNs are listed under the same BIN, that is a 
duplicate prescription insurance entry in the insurer file

The SUMI Report will allow you to easily identify duplicate Prescription 
Insurance Entries
◦ Look at all PCNs listed under each BIN
◦ If there are identical PCNs listed under a BIN, those insurance entries need to 

be evaluated to determine which is most frequently used 
◦ This is determined by evaluating each insurer in the RIC report or TPR report – explained in 

subsequent slides
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Example of duplicates in SUMI 
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What are the TPR and RIC report
The List of selected Third Party Coverages Report (TPR) and/or the 
Insurance Coverage Report (RIC) are the reports used to determine 
which prescription insurance entry is used most frequently out of the 
duplicates you have identified
◦ TPR is for private insurance and RIC is for Medicare Part D

These reports allow you to select a prescription insurance file entry and 
subsequently displays all the patients that have the selected insurer 
listed as active on page 4 of their file
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Run TPR or RIC Report 
For Private Prescription Insurance:
Go to List of Selected Third Party Coverage Report (TPR) menu
◦ Third party Billing System (3PB) > PCC Management Reports (RPTS) > Billing 

Reports (BILL) > List of Selected Third Party Coverage

For Medicare Part D Prescription Insurance:
Go to Insurance Coverage Report
◦ Pharmacy Point of Sale (ABSP) > Pharmacy Electronic Claims Report (RPT) > 

Administration Reports (ADMN) > Insurance Coverage Report (RIC) 

Once prompted, select the specific Insurer you want to evaluate, and 
results will populate for patients with an active entry on pg 4 of their file 
in the reg package
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TPR Report Example
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TPR Result with RX-610494-4444-NEMED 
(total 3)
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TPR Report Result with RX-610494-4444-
OPTUMRX (total 437)
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"Deactivate" less frequently used 
Insurance File Entries
This requires three steps
oDelete BIN and PCN from the Advanced Setup of Insurer for the insurer
oRename Insurance entry
◦ Go to Add/Edit Insurer Menu in Patient Registration package

◦ Patient Registration menu (REG) > Table Maintenance Menu (TM) > Insurer File Menu (INS) > 
Add/Edit an Insurer

◦ Select Insurer that needs to be renamed and rename it
◦ If it needs to be renamed to conform to new naming system, rename at “NAME” prompt after 

selecting Insurer
◦ Once renamed you can exit menu

◦ Deactivated entries are typically renamed with "ZZZ+name"
◦ Ex. ZZZRX 654987 PHARM
◦ This puts the entry at the bottom of the list of the insurer file

oMake Entry Unselectable in 3PB Menu Add/Edit Insurance (EDIN)
oMake sure you are in the 3PB menu to do this, not in REG menu
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Remove Deactivated Entries From Patient's 
File and Replace with Active Entry
To perform this task, you will use the RIC or TPR report you generate to 
identify the duplicate entry to deactivate
o Go to page 4 of patient file on REG menu of each patient listed on the RIC or 

TPR report for the deactivated insurance entry and replace with the active 
insurance entry
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Rename all entries that don’t follow 
naming system
Go to Add/Edit Insurer Menu in Patient Registration package
◦ Patient Registration menu (REG) > Table Maintenance Menu (TM) > Insurer 

File Menu (INS) > Add/Edit an Insurer

Select Insurer that needs to be renamed and rename it
◦ If it needs to be renamed to conform to new naming system, rename at 

“NAME” prompt after selecting Insurer
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Demonstration
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TPR Report Example
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TPR Result with RX-610494-4444-NEMED
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TPR Report Result with RX-610494-4444-
OPTUMRX (total 437)
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Questions?
You can always submit questions regarding this process to me or Tiffany 
Allery

James Bower
James.Bower@ihs.gov

Tiffany Allery
Tiffany.Allery@ihs.gov
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